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ne of the things I enjoy about woodworking is being able to try something different. A new technique, a new tool, or a new project A good example of this is the feature project in this issue — the Entry Door, see photo below right. ENTRY DOOR. I've been intrigued with the idea of building a raised panel entry door for some time. But I kept putting it off. I just wasn't sure it was the "right kind" of project for the magazine. Well, I finally decided to go ahead and give it a try. I'm glad I did. The Entry Door features basic mortise and tenon joinery and can be built with common woodworking tools. All you need is a table saw, router table, and a drill press. And a unique method for installing the raised panels makes assembly easy. But as I said before, this isn't a typical woodworking project. For one thing, a door has to be made to fit an opening. And the size of the opening will vary from house to house. The other thing is, if you're going to build your own door you should be able to change the look of it to match your house. So we took a slightly different approach in the way this article is presented. Beginning on page 23 we show the basic design considerations for building a door. Along with step-by-step instructions for the joinery and assembly. The idea here is for you to take this information and use it to create a door that fits your needs. We've even included some different door designs to get you started. One more thing. Since this is a different type of project for us, we'd like to hear what you think. Just jot your thoughts down and send them to: Woodsmith Publishing, Attn: Terry Strohman, 2200 Grand Ave., Des Moines, IA 50312. LAWN SIGN. The idea for the Lawn Sign came up when I visited a friend. He had recently moved to a new house and invited me to stop by. As I was driving down the street, I no-
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ticed several houses had small address signs in the front lawn. Unfortunately, my friend didn't have a sign in his lawn so it took me a while to find his house. I suggested he get a lawn sign with his house number on it In fact it would be easy to make your own. He thought it was a great idea. But he said if / thought it was so easy why didn't / make one. I had nothing planned that weekend so decided to give it a try. The sign had to be quick and easy to build (I only had two days). But I wanted to make it look as if the numbers had been carved by hand. The end result is the Lawn Sign shown on page 16. The sign is built with common construction lumber and simple joinery. And to give it a hand-carved look I used a router and a core box bit. CORNER CABINET. The idea for the Corner Cabinet, shown on page 6, also came up while visiting my friend's house. You see, his new house was actually an old house. The kind that has all sorts of built-in storage. But what I liked best was the built-in corner cabinet in one of the bedrooms. It seemed like the perfect storage solution — maximum storage in a minimum amount of space. Our version isn't built in, but it does offer plenty of storage options for an unused corner of a bedroom. CHANGES. Once again we've made some changes. Doug Hicks is now Executive Editor. Our new Managing Editor, Terry Strohman, isn't really new. He's been the managing editor of ShopNotes. Nancy Johnson is our Shipping Supervisor. Mark Mattiussi is our new Inventory Control Manager. And Pat Lowery has joined our store sales staff. MISTAKE. It doesn't happen very often, but we do make mistakes. In the last issue there are some errors in the plans for the Garden Bench and the Wall Storage System. If you plan on building one of these projects please call us at 1-800444-7527. We'll send a correction sheet right away.
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Corner Cabinet
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This project is a closet, a dresser, and a bookshelf all in one. But best of all, it provides useful storage for the least-used place in a room — a corner.



Lawn Sign



Corner Cabinet



page 6
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This classic-looking Sign makes an attractive and practical addition to any lawn. And it can be built in just a weekend.



Routing Signs
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Create the look of a hand-carved sign with a core box bit and a router. A few tips and the right technique make it easy.



Edging Plywood
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Lawn Sign



page 16
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Entry Door



page 23



We show three different methods for using hardwood to cover the edges of plywood. Plus tips on gluing, clamping, and trimming the edges flush.



Entry Door
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No tricky joints, no special tools. This Door is built with basic mortise and tenon joinery. And a unique design for the raised panels makes them easy to build and install.
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In this issue we feature a unique design for a flush-trim jig. It mounts to a router for trimming edging on plywood.
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Tips & Techniques ROUND TENONS ON SQUARE STOCK • When a spindle broke on one of my dining room chairs, I had to come up with a way to cut a round tenon on a square workpiece. To do that, I made this simple U-shaped jig that attaches to the miter gauge on my router table, refer to Fig. 2. The jig has a back and two 1



support blocks, see Fig. 1. The support blocks have large holes that suspend the workpiece over a straight bit. These holes don't have to fit the workpiece exactly. The jig still works if they're slightly oversize, (about Vw") To set up the jig, install the



spindle in the support blocks, see Fig. 2. With the router bit lowered, center the spindle over the bit Put two stop blocks in the miter slot to keep the miter gauge from moving. Next, to establish the length of the tenon, position the fence (or clamp a stop block) behind the bit



To use the jig, raise the bit and make several light cuts to form the tenon. Slowly turn the workpiece counterclockwise into the bit for best results, see Fig. 2. Repeat the process until the tenon is complete. Robert C. Noelle Middletown, New York



NOTE: Center workpiece over router bit



Miter Gauge Back



Turn workpiece counterclockwise #8x1V2" Fh Woodscrews Support Block



CHECKING MITERS



CLEAN YOUR SANDER



• The normal way for checking a mitered corner for square is to butt the miters together and place a try square on the outside of the corner. I don't. Mainly because I find it difficult to hold the square with one hand while keeping the mitered workpieces tight in the other. For me, if s easiest to hold the



• To remove pitch buildup from sanding belts, I use a gum eraser. But occasionally, the eraser won't remove all of the pitch. So to complete the job, I use a card file, see drawing. The metal bristles on a card file are stiff enough to get at the toughest buildup. But it won't damage the belt.



workpieces together edge-toedge and place the square in the mitered corner, see drawing. This also allows me to place the mitered pieces over the edge of my bench so I can get a more accurate reading when checking thinner stock. Bob Bryce Fairport, New York



To clean a sanding belt with a card file, gently rub the file back and forth over the belt Then rotate the belt by hand to expose additional buildup. John Lucas Gainesboro, Tennessee NOTE: Unplug sander before cleaning



Gaps indicate need for adjustment



Card file Try square
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Gently brush belt to remove buildup
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SANDER DUST COLLECTOR



CHEAP BRUSHES



• When I use my bench sander it creates a lot of sawdust in a hurry. Dust covers everything after just a few minutes. A dust collector would be nice. But I don't have enough space or money for one. So I use my shop vacuum for a dust collector. I turn the utility nozzle upside down and attach it to the base of the sander. A



• I do a lot of finishing. And I used to go through quite a few foam brushes. But I found that even though a single foam brush is inexpensive, you rarely need just one—and they do add up. To cut down on the cost of finishing my projects, I've started using short lengths of A Cut sections from a paint paint rollers instead. roller to use like a brush for I buy medium-nap rollers in applying paint or stains. value packs of five from my local hardware store. Then I cut them into 2" lengths using the band saw, see drawing. Each of my "roller brushes" holds stain and finish well, because of the thick nap on the roller. And there's minimal dripping. They last longer and apply a more uniform coat of stain than a foam brush. And best of all, they cost about half as much. Greg Forster Waterloo, Iowa



"bungee cord" holds everything in place, see drawing below. The vacuum gets most of the dust as it comes of f the belt And the bungee cord makes it easy to remove the nozzle for other jobs. Plus the price was right— I already had the vacuum and the bungee cord. Ted Warner Merrett Island, Florida Use Bungee Cord to attach nozzle to sander housing



Utility nozzle from Shop — Vacuum



EDGE TRIMMER • I built the mortising table from Woodsmith No. 67. It's a good tool for cutting mortises quickly and accurately. But with a simple modification, it will also trim edging flush on plywood. First, insert a flush trim bit in the router. Then, to allow clearance for the over-size edging strip, raise the bed of the table



QUICK TIPS with a piece of 3/4M-thick plywood, see drawing. Once the plywood is carpet taped to the table, raise or lower the bit so the bearing is flush with the plywood, see detail. Then rout the edging flush, see drawing below. Bruce Wrenn Apex, North Carolina



Carpet tape Auxiliary Bed to mortising table
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IMPROVED TRACKING • If you're having trouble with the tracking on your belt sander, try cleaning the drive drum on the sander. You'd be surprised at how much sawdust and pitch can accumulate on the drum. And you might be equally surprised how much better it will track once it's cleaned. Ron West Columbus, Ohio PANTYHOSE FILTER • The filter on my shop vacuum seems like it's always clogged up with sawdust. So to help keep the filter from clogging quickly and to make it easier to clean, I slip two pair of old panty hose over the filter. To do this, first cut and discard the lower leg portions from each panty hose Oust below the crotch). Then tie a knot at each
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leg opening and stretch the waistband over the filter. A large rubber band stretched over the filter keeps both pair of panty hose from slipping off. Albert Sandoval Havelock, North Carolina SUBMIT YOUR TIPS If you would like to share an original shop-tested tip, send it to Woodsmith, Tips and Techniques, 2200 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50312. Or if it's easier for you, FAX it to us at 515-282-6741. If we publish it, we will send you $30 to $150, depending on the published length. Include a brief explanation and sketch (or photo). And don't worry, we'll rewrite the tip and redraw the art if necessary. Also, please include a daytime phone number.
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Corner Cabinet Shelves, closets and drawers. This project combines all three to add a maximum amount of storage in a minimum amount of space.



A



fter you've lived in a house long enough, you begin to experience the same problem — storage space. There never seems to be enough. So to help solve that problem, I decided to build a cabinet. But not just any cabinet I wanted one that would take up very little floor space. And still provide a lot of room for storage. This Corner Cabinet is the result It's a straightforward project to build — just two plywood cases with shelves, doors, and drawers. And mostly basic joinery (rabbets and dadoes). Both cases are connected to make a cabinet that fits perfectly in the corner of a room. PRACTICAL. Although the Cabinet is pretty basic, there are a couple things that make it unique. First, if s designed to be disassembled. So after it's been completed in the shop, it can be taken apart and easily moved to a room where if s needed. Then later, when the Cabinet is needed somewhere else (like a dorm room or apartment) it can be taken apart again. And this time set back up differently — with the bookshelf and closet cases reversed. VERSATILE. Another thing I like about this project is the versatility. Depending on your storage needs, you can "customize" the insides of the cabinet any way you want FINISH. Just to experiment we built two Corner Cabinets and finished each differently. One version received a traditional treatment of wiping varnish, see the main photo. But for a completely different look, the second Cabinet was finished with pastel stains. For more on this, see page 13.
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MATERIALS



EXPLODED VIEW



3/4 ply-303/4x70^ A Closet Case Sides (2) B Closet Case Top/Btm. (2) 3/4 ply - 303/4 x 18V2 3 C Shelf Case Sides (2) /4 ply- 11V4X701/2 1 D Shelf Case Top/Btm. (2) 3/4 ply- 11 V4x 18 /^ 3 E Closet Divider (1) / 4 p l y - 2 9 V 4 X 181/2 3/4 X 3/4 - 1 81/2 F Divider Edging (1) 3/4 X 11/4-70V^ G Vertical Edging (4) 3/4 X 3/4 - 1 8 H Horizontal Edging (4) I Case Backs (2) 3/4 ply- 18 1 /2x69V2 J Beveled Edging (2) 3/4 X 1 1 /4-70 1 /2 K Platform Cleats (4) 3 / 4 x 1 ^ - 1 2 (rgh) 3/4 ply - 8 x 16 (rgh) L Platforms (2) 3/ 4 x3/4- 14 (rgh) M Platform Edging (2) 3/4 x 2 - 66 N Inside Trim Strip (1) 3/4 ply - 4 x 72 (rgh) O Kickboard Facing (1) P Kickboard Cleats (4) 3/4 p l y - 2 x 20 (rgh) 3/4X2 -3V4 Q Ft. Glue Blocks (2) R Bk. Glue Block (1) 3/4X3/4-31/4 S Shelves (4) 3/4 ply- 101/2X 1715/i6 T Shelf Edging (4) 3 / 4 X 1 - 1715/16 3/4 p l y - 2 x 2 4 ( r g h ) U Backing Cleats (3) 3/4 x 1 - 24 (rgh) V Top Molding (3) 3/4 ply- 17 1 /8x47 5 /& W Closet Door (1) X Center Door (1) 3/4 ply- 12 7 /sx68 5 /8 3/8 x 3/4 - 72 (rgh) Y Door Sides Edging (4) Z Door Top/Btm. Edging (2) Vfe x 3/4 - 96 (rgh) 3/4X11/2-2 AA Door Stops (2) BB Drawer Front/Backs (6) 1 / 2 X 6 V 8 - 17 1/2 x 61/8-24 CC Drawer Sides (6) DD Drawer Bottoms (3) 1/4-1 6V2 X 2 3 V 2 EE False Fronts (3) 3/4 ply- 17V8X611/16 SUPPLIES (6) #8 x 2 1 /4" Fh Woodscrews ( 1 1 1 ) # 8 x 2 " Fh Woodscrews (8) #8 x 13/4" Fh Woodscrews (14) #8 x 11/2" Fh Woodscrews (38) #8 x 11/4" Fh Woodscrews (8) # 8 x 1 " Fh Woodscrews (3 pr.) 11/2" Wraparound Hinges (3 pr.) 24" Full-Extension Drawer Slides (4) Magnetic Catches (1) Adjustable Leg Leveler (1 set) Closet Pole Sockets (1) 1V4"-dia. Red Oak Dowel (18") (1)V4"-dia. Red Oak Dowel (18") (1) 1 /2"-dia. Red Oak Dowel (36")



OVERALL DIMENSIONS:



313/4"x313/4"x75V2"



CUTTING DIAGRAM 1



/2" x 6V2" x 84" Red Oak (3 boards @ 3.8 Sq. Ft ea.) CC
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/4" x &/2" x 96" Red Oak (5.7 Bd. Ft.)
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Also Need: 48"x 48" sheet of J /4"-thick Masonite for Drawer Bottoms



/4" x 5'/2" x 96" Red Oak (3.7 Bd. Ft)



3



x 48" x 96" Red Oak Plywood (2 sheets)
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/4" x 48" x 96" Red Oak Plywood



A" x 48" x 96" Red Oak Plywood
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CASES At the heart of this project are two large plywood cases. One case forms a closet compartment the other becomes a shelf compartment. To make the cases, I started by cutting the sides (A) and top/bottom (B) for the closet compartment Then I cut the sides (C) and top/bottom (D) for the shelf compartment. RABBETS. The primary joinery on both boxes consists of a rabbet along three edges of each piece. This is for joining the top and bottom to the sides and also for accepting the plywood backs (added later). First, I used a dado blade in the table saw to cut a rabbet on the back, top, and bottom edges of each compartment side, see Detail a at right And also a rabbet along the back edge of the compartment top and bottom. Note: Cut the rabbets W deep, and wide enough to fit the 34" plywood pieces. DADO. After cutting the rabbets for the compartment backs, I set aside the parts for the shelf compartment Then set up and cut a V4"-deep dado across the inside face of the closet compartment sides, see Detail b. These are for a plywood divider. DIVIDER. Now the shelf compartment can be glued and screwed together. But before assembling the closet compartment, the closet divider (E) must first be cut to fit between the dadoes. Note: The divider is cut to width so if s flush with the inside edge of the rabbets along the back edge of the closet sides, see Detail b. And inset 3/4M from the front edge of the sides, see Detail c. With the divider in place in the dadoes, the closet compartment can be glued and screwed together, see drawing above.



CLOSET CASE TOP/BOTTOM ( A"x303A"x 18V2")



SHELF CASE TOP/BOTTOM



3



(3/4"x111/4"Xl81/2")



Install Divider flush with shoulder of rabbet



C. Divider is inset %" to allow for Edging



SHELF & CLOSET CASE TOP/BOTTOM CLOSET DIVIDER



FIRST: Attach Divider Edging on Closet Divider



EDGING When building projects from plywood, I usually try to hide the edges of the plywood. To do this, I used several hardwood edging strips. All these strips (F, G, and H) are cut from %"-thick stock. But their widths and lengths vary, refer to Materials List, page 7. Design Note: The vertical edging strips (G) are wider than the thickness of the plywood, see Figs. Ib and Ic. Thaf s because they act as filler strips between the Cabinet and the walls when the entire assembly is placed in a corner. After cutting the vertical edging strips to length, I cut the divider edging strips (F) and horizontal edging strips (H) to length. These are ripped to match the thickness of the plywood top and bottom pieces. Now, all the edging strips can be-attached with glue and clamps. Assembly Note: I started with the strip for the divider, then moved on to the vertical strips, and finally the horizontals, see Figs, la, Ib, and Ic.



F



NOTE: All Edging is glued and clamped in place



SECOND: Attach Vertical Edging



THIRD: Cut and attach Horizontal Edging HORIZONTAL EDGING
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HORIZONTAL EDGING J
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BACK



OPTIONS



The next thing to do is to cut two plywood case backs (I) to fit into the rabbets cut earlier, see Fig. 2. After the backs are cut, they can be installed in the cabinets, see Fig. 2a. Before screwing the two assemblies together, first decide on which side of the closet you prefer to attach the shelf compartment, see Options box at right Note the location of the screws that are installed from inside the closet compartment, see Options box and drawing at left. After that, when the two boxes (the shelf compartment and the closet compartment) are screwed together, the whole thing begins to look like a cabinet



trW NOTE: Backs are glued and screwed into rabbets



Ic >cat/on



A Closet Case



Closet Case



,



A With this Corner Cabinet, the shelf case can be connected to either side of the closet case. It takes three pair of #8 xl1/^ Fh woodscrews installed from inside the closet.



place (seven screws in each), see Fig. 3a. Note: I didn't glue on the strips in case I decided later to reverse the closet and shelf cases, refer to Options, above. TOP & BOTTOM CLEATS. The second part of the center unit are two pair of cleats (K), see Fig. 5. And, like the beveled edging strips, these cleats are cut to fit the triangular opening (but with a simpler cut). TOP & BOTTOM PLATFORMS. After Cutting four cleats to fit inside the triangular opening, the next thing to do is cut two platforms (L) to rest on the cleats, see Fig. 6. EDGING STRIPS. After the platforms are screwed in place, cut and attach a pair of platform edging strips (M), see Fig. 7. INSIDE TRIM STRIP. The last thing to do is to cut and install a long beveled trim strip (N) over the inside corner of the center compartment, see Fig. 8.



NOTE: Small shoulder on Edging



Note grain direction across Platform
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Shelf Case
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CENTER COMPARTMENT Here's the most interesting (and unique) part of the whole project It's building the center compartment that "bridges" the fronts of the closet and shelf cases. This center compartment is added for two reasons. First, it visually ties together the two plywood cases. And second, it creates another storage compartment BEVELED EDGING STRIPS. I started the center unit by ripping a pair of beveled edging strips (J), see Fig. 4. These attach to the vertical edging strips on either side of the triangular opening, refer to Figs. 3 and 5. Their purpose is to frame in the opening and provide a surface for hanging a door. The edging strips are cut in a two-step process to form a notch, see Fig. 4. This notch "hooks" onto the vertical edging strips, see Fig. 3. Now, the edging strips can be screwed in
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DOOR FRAME With typical frame and panel joinery, the frame holds the panels in grooves. This means that all the pieces have to be assembled at the same time. We took a different approach. The frame can be built and assembled before making the panels. So you don't have to mess with the panels when gluing up the frame. MORTISE & TENON. To hold the door frame together, we decided to rely on common mortise and tenon joints, see Fig. 2. It's all pretty straightforward — except for the bottom rail. It has double tenons. BOTTOM RAIL. The bottom rail is made extra wide to add strength and rigidity to the frame, see Fig. 2d. Joining the bottom rail to the stiles would require wide mortises (and tenons). But with mortises this wide, the sides are too weak and tend to bow out So when drilling the mortises in each stile, I drilled double mortises instead, see Fig. 3. DEEP MORTISES. Like everything else with this door, the mortise and tenons come in large sizes. In fact the mortises in the stiles are 3/i" wide and SVg" deep. Note: Drilling the mortises in the door frame requires an extra-long Forstner bit, see page 31 for sources. (A long brad point would also work.) ROUNDED TENONS. Usually after cleaning the mortises, I square the ends with a chisel. But squaring end grain on deep mortises isn't easy, especially with white oak. And doing eighteen would have been a real chore. So instead, I rounded the tenons to fit the mortises, see details in Fig. 2. While rounding the tenons is easier, there are still a lot of them to do. This is pretty slow going with a file or rasp. So I came up with a shortcut on the router table, see page 15. ASSEMBLY. When assembling the frame, if s got to end up both square and flat This will be much easier if the surface you're working on is flat too. I used an old solid core door, but a sheet of plywood will also work.
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NOTE: All frame pieces are 13k" thick
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J NOTE: To round tenons, see page 15.



TWO STAGES. This door frame is large and heavy, and there are a lot of joints to fit together. So I assembled it in two stages. First, I glued the rails and mullions and clamped them together, see Fig. 4. (I used plastic resin glue, refer to page 22.) I clamped these frame pieces in sections because I didn't have clamps long enough.



BOTTOM RAIL



But I was concerned that the tenons might not line up with the mortises in the stiles. So to avoid this, I added the stiles "dry" to the first assembly to hold the rails in place, see Fig. 4. When the first assembly was dry, I removed the stiles, added glue, and clamped the stiles back in place.



Use Stiles to keep inner frame pieces aligned



NOTE: Drill ends of mortise first



NOTE: Do not glue Stiles in place at this time



Drill all mortises Va" deeper than length of tenon
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PANEL ASSEMBLY While the frame is drying, work can begin on the panels. These panels were our biggest design challenge. The trick was to get the joint between each frame and panel tight enough to keep out cold air and moisture. But not too tight — the wood still has to be able to expand and contract With frame and panel joinery, the panels sit in grooves in the frame. They "float" in these grooves so the wood can expand and contract with changes in humidity. Unfortunately, as the wood moves, the fit between the panel and the frame can widen or narrow, see near box at right PANELS Instead of a beveled border around each panel, this Entry Door has raised panels with flat borders, see far box at right. This way, the panels can fit tight against the molding and still be tight as the wood expands and contracts. BACK-TO-BACK. There's another difference. Most raised panels are made from a single piece of wood or a glued-up panel. But we made our panels out of two pieces instead of just one. Let me explain. Rather than a lV£"-thick panel, two 34" panels are set back-to-back. This allows the panels to move independent of each other. The outside panel can expand or contract at a different rate than the inside one. TWO SETS OF PANELS. What you end up making are two sets of identical panels. So instead of eight panels to build, there are sixteen. (There are actually nine panel openings, but I put a piece of glass in the center opening, see box on page 27.) MAKING THE PANELS. A raised panel with a flat border is simple to make. First, cut the panel blanks to fit the openings in the frame, see Fig. 5.1 made mine Vie" shorter and Vs" narrower to allow for expansion and contraction, see Fig. 5a. The next step is to cut the flat border around one side of each panel. To do this, I used a dado blade and cut the border in a series of passes, see Fig. 6.
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As Panel shrinks, it doesn't fit tight in the Frame



A When a door is first built, a beveled panel may fit tight in the frame. But as the panel shrinks, a gap can develop.
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Even after shrinking, flat Panels still fit tight



A The panels on this door aren't beveled at all. So no matter how much the panels shrink, the seal will still be tight.



Cut Panels to allow for expansion, see Detail a.



Finally, chamfer the shoulders of the This way, water can drain out beneath the outside molding strip. raised field on each panel, see Fig. 7. This is an improvement over panels that MOLDING are set in grooves. As a panel shrinks, water To hold the panels in place, I used small can seep into the groove. And once it's strips of molding on each side of the back- there, if s trapped. to-back panels. But the inside and outside Our panels were designed to stay tight in strips are applied differently. The inside is the first place. But in case water does get in, glued and nailed to the frame. But the out- we provide a way for it to drain out side is just nailed. MAKING THE MOLDING. The Strips of DRAINAGE SOLUTIONS. If WC would have molding are made in three steps, see Fig. 8a. glued both strips, any moisture that seeped First, the strips are cut to size. Then a shoulbehind the strips would have been trapped. der is routed on one corner. (This shoulder
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Back-to-Back Panels can shrink-^ at different rates \



Traditional Beveled Panel



and chamfer shoulder
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provides a decorative relief to hide the joint line between the frame and the molding strips.) The last step is to round over the other corner. Safety Note: Since the molding strips are only Vz" x %", there's not much wood to hold on to. To keep my fingers safe, I used some special setups when working with the molding strips, see page 14. Shop Tip: The last thing you want to happen is to come up short on molding. So make plenty of extra. When installing the strips, start with the longest panel opening. If a piece ends up too short, you can use it in a smaller opening later. Now the panels and molding strips are ready to be set in the frame. Each piece is attached a particular way depending on whether if s on the inside or the outside. Start with the inside of the door facing up. INSIDE MOLDING. The inside molding is installed first. The molding strips are mitered at each end, and getting them to fit tight can be tricky. For tips on mitering thin strips, see page 15. First I glued and nailed the inside strips in place, see Fig. 8. To do this, I used Franklin's Titebond II. If s not completely waterproof like plastic resin, but it's water resistant and much easier to use. Also to avoid splitting the strips when nailing them in place, if s a good idea to predrill the holes for the brads. The challenge here is getting the strips flush with the inside face of the frame. My solution was to set them on spacer blocks, see Fig. 8b. (Just be sure you don't glue or nail the strips to the spacer blocks.) PANELS. Once the inside strips are complete, the panels can be installed, see Fig. 9. I wanted to create a good seal between the inside and outside of the door. But the panels still needed to be able to move. To create a flexible seal, I used siliconized acrylic caulk. But a bead of caulk needs
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Miter ends, then glue and nail Inside Molding to frame
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Apply caulk around Chamfer around edge of panel



NOTE: Outside of Door face up Nail Panels at top and bottom centers only



10 Miter and nail outside Molding to Frame T NOTE: Do not glue Outside Molding



some room. So I cut a chamfer around the inside edge of the inside panel, see Fig. 9a. Next, I flipped the door over and ran a bead of caulk along the inside corner of the molding strip, see Fig. 9. Then I set the inside and outside panels in place. Now, tack each panel in place at the center, see Fig. 9. Do this at the top and bottom



only. This keeps the panels centered but still allows them to expand and contract at the sides. (Be sure to predrill the holes.) OUTSIDE MOLDING. The last step is to nail the outside molding in place, see Fig. 10. These pieces are not glued. They're just nailed in place. This way, water can drain out underneath the molding. Q



GLASS PANEL For the glass panel in the door, I used an insulated pane to prevent heat loss. An insulated pane is simply two pieces of glass that sandwich an aluminum channel, see drawing. This type of pane must be special ordered at a local glass store. Note: Since insulated panes are seldom square and can't be cut, I ordered my pane %" smaller than the opening in the frame. This insures the glass will fit The glass pane I ordered was made of safety glass. Instead of breaking into large, jagged pieces, it shatters into small, harm-
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less pieces. (Code restrictions require safety glass for any entry door.) The glass panel is installed pretty much like the wood panels. There are only a couple differences. First, the glass needs a little cushioning. And it can't be just nailed in place. So to position the panel, I surrounded it with some small rubber spacers. (I bought them when ordering the glass.) Also, to create a good seal, I applied the siliconized acrylic caulk to both the inside and the outside of the glass, see drawing.
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T E C H N I Q U E



Installing an Entry Door don't want an exact fit. On the top, bottom, and handle side, I shoot for about an V$" gap. But the side with the hinges is a little different I think hinges look best if they're mortised flush. So I hold the leaves of the hinge parallel and measure the gap between them, refer to Fig. 5a. This gap becomes the gap on the hinge side of the door. CUTTING TO WIDTH. When laying out the final size of the door, I work on the width first. I built the door to the correct width, so there shouldn't be much to trim off (if any). BEVELING THE EDGE. But even if the door is the perfect width, I'll still cut a bevel on the handle edge, see Figs. 2 and 4. Without a bevel, the outside corner of the door will rub against the jamb as it closes. But a 5-7° bevel allows just enough clearance. And the gap at the inside corner is still only an Vfe". Note: If you find the door needs a lot of material trimmed off its width, remove an equal amount from both sides. This will keep the stiles even. There are several ways to trim a door. A hand plane will trim and bevel the long edge cleanly but requires a sharp blade and some hard work. A circular saw and a straight



When installing any inset cabinet door, the goal is to end up with a consistent gap between the door and the cabinet An entry door is the same. But an entry door is quite a bit larger, and the opening it fits in is likely to be out of square. To make the job more manageable, I break it into three steps. First, I trim the door to fit the opening. Then I mount the hinges and hang the door. And finally, I add the handle and lock. FITTING THE DOOR There's more than one way to fit a door to its opening. If an old door is being replaced, then use it as a template, see box on next page. If there isn't a door to copy, then work from the existing jamb, see Fig. 1. (The jamb is the wooden frame around the door.) Either way the goal is to find out where the door needs to be trimmed so it fits properly. READING THE JAMB. To find how much needs to be trimmed from the door, you need to "read the jamb," see Fig. 1. This involves a couple things. Measuring the width and height of the opening at several locations. And checking to see just how plumb and square the jamb really is (or isn't). SETTING THE GAP. With this information, the door can be cut to fit the jamb. But you 1



THIRD: Trim top of Door to match opening



edge will also work, see Fig. 4. To get a relatively clean cut, use a sharp, thin kerf blade. TRIMMING THE TOP. When the width has been established, check the top edge. If the jamb isn't square, trim the door just enough so it'll match the jamb. Otherwise, leave it alone. (When crosscutting, score the cut first to reduce chipout.) Remember, the goal is a consistent gap all around the door. CUTTING TO LENGTH. Now that three of the sides fit the opening, the last step is to crosscut the door to length. I do this at the bottom, where I "built in" an extra 1". Note: I bevel the bottom edge of the door just like the handle edge, see Fig. 3. A bevel helps the bottom fit tight against the weather-stripping, while keeping the Vs" gap on the inside face.
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FIRST: Measure width and height of opening at several locations
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MOUNTING THE HINGES After the door is trimmed to fit the opening, if s time to add the hinges. I mount them to the door first, then work on the jamb. Door hinges are located 5-7" from the top and 7-11" from the bottom, see Fig. 5. The middle hinge is centered between them. To hold a door this heavy, I used 4x4 ball bearing hinges. The ball bearings allow the door to open and close smoothly. POSmoNiNG THE HINGES. Set the hinge on the door so the leaf is set back V±" from the outside face, see Fig. 5a. Trace around the hinge. Then rout out the mortise and square up the corners with a chisel. To locate the hinges on the jamb, you could just measure them out But to be safe, set the door in place and shim the top and bottom to create an V$" gap, see Fig. 6. Then transfer the position of the mortises to the jamb, and rout and square the mortises.
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All that's left is to mount the hinges and hang the door. But it's important to get the holes for the hinges perfectly centered. To do this, I used a Vix bit, see Fig. 7. ADDING THE HANDLESET The last step is to mount the handleset This involves drilling holes for the cylinders and latches. And cutting shallow mortises for the plates. Note: You may need to purchase some special hole saws, see page 31. Follow the instructions and use the templates that come with the handleset. But don't try to drill the holes for the latch and dead bolt cylinders all the way through the door, see Fig. 8 — at least not in one pass. When the mandrel bit cuts through, stop and finish the hole from the other side. This way you won't tear out either face. Also, mount the latch and dead bolt first A Our handleset included a handle latch and use them to position the strike plate and dead bolt. Installation involved drillmortises in the jamb, see Fig. 9. Q ing holes and cutting shallow mortises. Use shims to square up door in opening
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